Investigation of computer lung model-predicted DLCO during single-breath maneuvers.
A computer model based on the theoretical gas absorption equations of Martonen and Wilson (J. Math. Biol. 14: 203-220, 1982) was developed to predict changes in single-breath diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide (DLCO) with alterations in anatomic dead space, alveolar volume, and inspiratory time. The computer model predictions were compared with results obtained from normal subjects performing DLCO maneuvers under correspondingly altered conditions to assess the validity of the Martonen-Wilson equations. In normal subjects, a theoretical "ideal" single-breath DLCO was derived from measured DLCO and adjusted to instantaneous inspiratory and expiratory times with this three-phase computer model. Clinical single-breath DLCO measurements with increased external dead space and inspiratory and expiratory times in normal subjects correlated well with our mathematical model predictions (all r > 0.80, P < 0.001) but did not correlate closely with the predicted effects of alveolar volume on DLCO. This study demonstrates that uniform gas absorption equations of Martonen and Wilson closely predict changes in observed DLCO with systematic variation of inspiratory and expiratory time in normal subjects at full lung volume and appear to be a reasonable estimation of normal physiological events during single-breath carbon monoxide absorption.